
A Note to Readers

IN THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY, American missionaries applied the

term ‘‘half-caste’’ to those of mixed white and Hawaiian parentage, but it

was eventually abandoned in favor of the Hawaiian term hapa-haole (liter-

ally, part-white or part-foreigner) (Wright 1972: 282). Prior to that shift,

during the early twentieth century, the terms ‘‘Asiatic Hawaiian’’ and ‘‘Cau-

casian Hawaiian’’ were used to classify and describe Kānaka Maoli who had

Asian or European ancestry.* From the mid- to the late twentieth century,

the term hapa-haole still had currency within Hawaiian communities—both

on- and o√-island.**

‘‘Part-Hawaiian’’ eventually became more common. Fortified by the con-

temporary sovereignty struggle today, though, the use of the term ‘‘part-

Hawaiian’’ (which begs the question, why not ‘‘part-white’’ or ‘‘part-Asian’’?)

has taken a back seat to using ‘‘Hawaiian’’ or ‘‘Native Hawaiian’’ for someone

of any Hawaiian ancestry. Similarly, the terms Kanaka Maoli (real or true

people), Kanaka ‘Ōiwi (bone people), or ‘Ōiwi Maoli (true bone) are much

more common today because they emphasize Hawaiian indigeneity without

referencing blood. The emergence of these terms can be attributed to the

contemporary indigenous nationalist struggle and the Hawaiian language

recovery movement, both of which tend to advocate for genealogical forms

of articulating identity.

Throughout this book, I use ‘‘native Hawaiian’’ (with a lower case ‘‘n’’)

* These terms did not position ‘‘Hawaiian’’ as a geographical marker; ‘‘Asiatic Hawaiian,’’ for example,

could not have meant an Asian person from or in Hawai‘i.

** Here I use the term ‘‘o√-island’’ to describe Hawaiians living outside Hawai‘i on the American conti-

nent. When used while in Hawai‘i, the term ‘‘o√-island’’ refers to individuals who are not on the particular

island where they usually locate themselves (e.g., ‘‘No, Nani’s o√-island on O‘ahu [and not Kaua‘i]

today.’’). Thus, my use of it to mean those Hawaiians who are diasporic may raise questions. But my usage

recognizes the fact that many American Indian and First Nations peoples recognize their continent as

Great Turtle Island, and thus another island, albeit outside of the Hawaiian archipelago. In addition, the

common usage of ‘‘o√-island’’ while on-island presumes a return to one island or another by the person

‘‘o√-island’’ and thus is appropriate to acknowledge diasporic Hawaiians who continue to return time and

again as part of their ongoing on-island attachments. Furthermore, there are issues regarding the political

claims of o√-island Hawaiians vis-à-vis the sovereignty movement (Kauanui 2007; 1998).
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only when referring to the 50-percent definition in any given legal context,

whereas I use ‘‘Native Hawaiian’’ (with a capital ‘‘N’’) when referring to its

legal context where it is defined as anyone of Hawaiian ancestry without

regard for the blood quantum rule. When not referring to a specific legal

definition, I use ‘‘Kanaka Maoli’’ and ‘‘Hawaiian’’ interchangeably to de-

scribe those indigenous to Hawai‘i. I do so in order to underscore the shift

between the two and to remind the reader that the term ‘‘Hawaiian’’ does not

work as a residency marker in the way ‘‘Californian’’ does. As Queen Lili‘u-

okalani put it: ‘‘When I speak . . . of the Hawaiian people, I refer to the

children of the soil,—the native inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands and

their descendants’’—an ‘‘aboriginal people’’ with a ‘‘birthright’’ (Lili‘uoka-

lani 1968: 325).

Finally, a note on the use of Hawaiian diacritical marks: Kanaka (without

a macron) indicates the singular or the categorical plural, while Kānaka

denotes a countable plural. Some Hawaiian words inconsistently appear

with a glottal stop (e.g., Hawai‘i) to reflect historical usage.
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